
Python in the VE

Scripted profiles – daytime & night purge ventilation 

Scripted profiles can be created  in any 
Python IDE or text editor.

The code is packaged-up when the 
scripted pro file is created in ApPro. It 
is saved in a .spp file in the Model 
Apache folder.

Any co de edits will require the co de 
file to  be replaced and the pa ckage 
re-created. 

We recommend testing  & debugging 
any algorithms  a s a  straight script 
before inserting into a p rofile clas s.

We also recommend add in g 
comments to all scripts … use # or “”” 
… “”” for blocks of comment to a id  
maintenance.

Errors for scripted profiles will appear 
in th e Task manag er when you 
simulate.

Als o refer to s crip ted profile help.

Right click to add the code file (.py)
Always off is always provided

We need to use a scripted profile in this instance because of the need to test at a specific time of day and to 
persist this state over the time-steps that constitute the night-time period. Scripted profiles offer a means to 
extend profile functionality when more complex logic or external data is involved

Remember to use 
reload to display the 
imported or re-
imported profiles.

Script:

Sample output:

Night cool operation when >23oC test 
is met

Summer daytime operation during 
occupancy

This scripted profile can be used for controlling Macroflo openings (or an Air exchange); it provides day time 
summer temperature operation and tests for a room condition of > 23oC at approx. 11pm in order to switch on 
night purge ventilation 

Why? 

What?

Import apache module; this is  
required to access IESVE scripted 
profile functionality

A scripted profile is  defined by a 
Python class; one or more classes can 
be in each script (.py) file

The class returns the scripted profile 
value each time-step

The evaluate function is  called each 
simulation time-step and a value 
returned to the profile

The setup function initializes data; 
this is  done once. Here we initialise 
the night purge flag, interval & output 
variable. Not the use of self; this 
references the current instance of the 
class 

Set the profile type

APS file output is never on the hour; 
so we check the simulation timestep 
and set the minutes after the hour for 
the first sim timestep possible after 
23:00; for a typical 6min timestep this 
is 23:03

The .context variables are specific to  
the Apache module; they return the 
value at the previous  timestep e.g. 
for a 6 mins  timestep at 23:03 Ta is  
given for 22:57 . We check to see if 
the room temperature is > 23 degC. If 
it is we set the night purge flag to 1.

We reset the night purge flag to 0 
before morning occupancy

The daytime opening control 
produces a ramp output of 0-1 during 
occupied daytime hours

If the night purge flag is set we 
output to 1 for all night-time hours

To verify scripted profiles use an aps 
with a reporting interval = to the 
simulation timestep
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